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Preparation 
  Whether you know it or not, every day you are preparing for your future 

career.  
  You are a salesperson and the product you are selling is yourself.  
  How do you develop the best product?  

  Increased Skills: language, writing, thinking, speaking, moral values, 
personal relationships, street smarts 

  Knowledge is Power: read, read, read! Wall Street Journal; Barrons; Forbes; 
The Economist; personal choices  

  Live: get involved in activities that broaden your skills and develop talents 
that are transferable to the workplace  

  Wrap your skills, knowledge and experiences in a blanket of desire and 
motivation  

  Have fun…find your passion and pursue it!  
  Know your product!  
  Sell your product! Everybody is a salesperson.  



Questions for the “Seller” 
  Who are you? Strengths? Weaknesses?  
  What is your greatest accomplishment? Why?  
  Who has had the biggest impact on your life? Why?  
  What has been your greatest personal challenge?  
  What are your goals?  
  Where do you see yourself in 5 years? 10 years?  
  What has been your greatest failure? What did you learn?  
  Describe a risk you have taken. What was the outcome?  
  When, where, and how did you display leadership?  
  When do you lead? When do you follow? Give examples.  
  What book most influenced you? Why?  
  What teacher/ professor/coach most influenced you? Why?  
  Are you more productive on a team or doing things individually? 

Explain.  
  When, where and how have you most grown?  
  What makes you happy?  
  How do you motivate yourself?  
  How do you motivate others?  
  Describe an experience when you resolved a conflict.  
  If you could do one thing differently in your life what would it be? 

Why?  



Practice 
  Network: college alums, neighbors, friends, professionals in your 

community, classmates’ parents  
  Field Work: utilize your network contacts to learn about their business, 

industry, growth prospects, pros and cons, ask for referrals and 
introductions, make office visits 

  Informational Interviews: while developing your network and field work, 
gather as much information as possible. Keep detailed notes and files 
to truly understand the nature of an entry level job, its growth 
prospects, and the outlook for the company and industry.  

  Find entry level people and pick their brain about their work, how 
they got in to the company, and their prospective career paths.  

  Where is the intersection between the product you are selling and the 
needs of the buyer?  



Questions for the “Buyer” 
  What are the greatest risks to this company? Industry?  
  What are the short-term prospects? Long-term prospects?  
  How do entry level people succeed? How is it measured?  
  What is the culture of the company?  
  Is the stock of this company rich, cheap, or fairly valued?  
  Is this company a leader or a laggard in the industry? Why?  
  Is this company/industry impacted by increased globalization? How?  
  Whom else can I speak with to convince that I should be hired so that I 

do not end up working for your competition?  
  What is the next step in this process? 



Perform 
  Sell, sell, and sell!  
  Take risks!  
  Aggressively and proactively engage the buyers!  
  Know your product cold and let the buyer know why they should buy it. You 

have nothing to lose.  
  Five selling points that highlight your skills, talents, and experience. Be specific, 

highlight results!  
  Academic  
  Personal  
  Extracurricular  
  Work Experience  
  Something Special  

  Make it a conversation, not question and answer, and in doing so highlight your 
field work and where and why you see an intersection between your product and 
their needs.  

  Plot yourself on a graph of personal values vs. productivity  



Pointers 
  Firm handshake, direct eye contact at all times  
  Be mindful of your body language  
  Exude confidence and enthusiasm  
  Avoid ‘like’, ‘you know’, ‘um’, etc.  
  Listen, reflect, and then answer the question asked  
  Be thorough, but not wordy  
  You have nothing to lose  
  After the interview, self-evaluate and write down what you learned  
  Write a brief, personal thank you (email is appropriate). Proper 

grammar, punctuation, and spelling are critically important. These are 
all deal breakers! Proofread before clicking the ‘send’ button!  

  Be aggressive but not overbearing  
  Sell, sell, and sell!  



Personal Values and Productivity Graph 

Personal Values 

Productivity   

  Nice guy, but poor performance   Total Package 

  The biggest challenge 



Summary 
  Have fun with the entire process!  
  By proactively preparing, practicing, and 

performing, you will truly develop, hone, and 
display the skills employers are looking for and 
you will distinguish yourself in the process.  

  Focus on what you need to do, be honest about 
where you are currently in the process, and get 
after it!  

  Remember: “If somebody is going to make it, 
there is no reason it can’t be me.”  


